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Hi, I’m Manoj and I am a passionate designer who is always in a explorative mode, a key 
learner, observator,  a thinker and a nature lover. 

 

Most of my projects are inspired from nature and objects around nature. I always try to make 
things simple. Experimenting with materials and processes is my forte. 

I love to test material possibilities by learning about every possible property of material and 
the process for manipulating. 

 

                                              
In my design career I have got a chance to design furniture, 
home accessories, lifestyle products, corporate gifts and 
concept lighting which is one of my favorite. 
 
Having hands on experience working with materials such as 
Wood (hard wood & MDF, Metal (aluminum, mild steel, iron, 
brass), Resin, Glass, Acrylic/Corean, Clay, Plaster of Paris, 
Fiber glass, Paper, Concrete and natural materials. 
 
I am passionate about helping businesses to grow with my 
design knowledge and skills. I love to create innovative 
concepts and like to work on challenging design solutions. 
My forte is Experimental design, Research & Developments.  



Pebble O Magic  

 

Architectural Concept décor lamp 

 
Experimented on fabric(muslin)/Canvas, and to come 
up with various possibilities on this material using 
different techniques and process. 
 The design brief for my project was to do forming in 
fabric without any stitching or cutting. I took 
inspiration from Pebbles. 
 
Used Pebble shape molds for forming in muslin and 
canvas. Surface treatment(chemical application) on 
muslin, experimentation of forming in fabric, creating 
3d surfaces and used different forming techniques, end 
up achieving an elegant form(hollow hard structure). 
 
It can be made in any desired form and size. 
 







Exhibited in Bombay 

Design Week 

 
Awarded a best lighting concept 
in Design competition named 
EDIDA by Elle Décor, 2013. 
 
Curated by Architect Aashiesh 
Shah as a Architectural décor 
concept for luxury modern 
spaces. 



Con-cre-art 

 

Design & development of light 

weight concrete + wood pendant 

lamps for luxury homes 
 
Experimenting with the properties of material 
concrete and to come up with all possible 
manipulation techniques and processes to make 
it light weight and to get a single piece organic 
form using a traditional casting method. 





















Preserved natural materials, lamps 

designed for export market 

 
Experimenting and exploring  different material in a 
dried flower factory setup. To explore the effect of light 
and giving it a shape of a décor lamp range. This range is 
globally selling and one of the major customer is Ikea. 
 
This one of my first commercial project. Designed this 
range for a dried flower export house in Chennai 
 













Fluorescence 

 

Design & development of 

DIY origami paper décor 

lamps 
 
Experimenting with the properties of 
material paper and the traditional 
crafting technique origami and kirigami 
to explore and come up with collapsible 
light weight elegant paper lamps.  
 
The idea is to make is modular and easy 
for shipping and assembling and making 
a cozy and compact floral inspired 
forms. 
 
The pleats on top and bottom can be 
adjusted with the thread hanging for 
more or dimmer light as per need.  













Origami/Kirigami Inspired paper 

lamp concept for luxury homes. 

 
Artwork courtesy: Anand Bekwad 
Material :Special paper(Non tear able) 



 



Origami/Kirigami Inspired 

paper lamp concept for 

luxury homes. 
 
Artwork courtesy : Jogen Chowdhary 
Material :Special paper(Non tear able) 





Origami/Kirigami Inspired bed 

side night lamp 
 
Artwork courtesy : Jogen Chowdhary 
Material : Paper + MDF 
 
Specially designed as  a corporate gift for 
Synchrony for Diwali gifting  for 6000 employees. 











Décor table lamp 
 
Designed and developed as a corporate branding 
project for a well known beverage brand BLUE 
PINE.  
 
Taking inspiration from the shape of bottle, the 
sleekness . This paper lamp is designed for a bulk 
order, considering the budget and ease of use 
and the subtle branding elements. 
 
The trees are printed in the back side which is 
visible only when the lamp is lit. Its just one 
sheet of paper printed and folded on MDF rings 
structure inside. 





The Comfy/Outdoor décor lighting 

concept 

 
It is a mood light which looks similar to the weavers bird 
nest, to get a realistic feel of bird nest as a part of nature, 
makes the environment cozy when lit with its subtle glow.  
The Comfy" is a concept lighting for modern luxury homes 
and nature friendly open restaurants/cafes. 
 
Material – Wire mesh, Industrial Cement. 











Bird nest inspired installation 

art/décor lamps 
 
An independent commercial project  done as an 
extension of my NID final year thesis research. Creating 
these lovely handcrafted pieces in my studio and the 
production is still on. 
 
We have installed around 5000 pieces till date to 
different spaces like open air restaurants, home 
gardens, Public parks etc. 
 
Some of our clients are – The joint bar & café, 
Hyderabad, Tales over spirit, Hyderabad,  cafes in 
Hampi, Restaurants in Jaipur  



Installation art cum décor lamps inspired from bird nests 
                                   

      Humans like nature, and every one wants at least a little part of 
nature in their homes and around them.  
 
Humans are part of nature and interact constantly with it in many 
ways—on the molecular and the larger systems level. 
This interaction is deeply beneficial to humans, especially with the 
growing prevalence of depression caused by “nature deprivation,” 
which is largely due to increasing time spent in front of televisions 
and computers. Apart from meeting some of our most basic needs, 
nature relaxes and refreshes us.  We find nature deeply 
healing.  And in turn, to reap maximum benefit, we need to work to 
heal nature. 
 
We took the bunch of bird nests on trees as our inspiration for form 
development. The way these nests are hung together, it seems like a 
natural installation. 
 
The whole bunch has a feeling of togetherness and harmony. And 
then comes the idea of  a concept light range for  modern homes 
and commercial spaces. Wire mesh and organic fiber as material to 
explore  and the natural feel of this material, a picture of a pendant 
lamp range having a similar fashion as these nests. comes in your 
mind. And this gave us a motivation to develop range of  pendant 
lamps in a form of a bunch of  nest forms that can be used to 
accentuate the space where  it will be installed. Converting a space 
into a cozy ambience with a feel of nature. The range of these lamps 
acts as installation along with a nice warm glow of ambient light. 

http://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/enhance-your-wellbeing/environment/nature-and-
us/what-our-relationship-nature-0 
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The nest inspires installation art  acts like a 
natural bird nests in day time and becomes 
ambient décor lamps by the night. 
 
It changes the complete feel of  the space where 
its installed, making the space soothing, calm and 
organic. 
 
The ambient glow once lit enhances the space by 
giving a dim light where you get to see the 
silhouette of the piece. 







MDF interlocking wine 

holder packaging cum 

décor lamp 
 
Artwork The lamp is created in a away 
that becomes a Elite wine package and 
afterwards used as a décor bedside 
table lamp 
 
Once lit, all the windows glow with 
dim warm white light making it very 
appealing in night with a cozy dim light 





Pentagon 

 

DIY lamp for hostelers 
 
A quick project  done studying the 
requirements of students living in 
hostel in twin sharing rooms. The 
concept works as a cuboidal box 
whose one side becomes a night 
lamp and other side becomes a task 
light for reading or studying. 
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